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ANIMALS’ ANGELS PRE-REPORT 
Protection of animals during transport and related operations 

Date of the report: 24.05.2021 
Transports of pregnant heifers from Denmark to Uzbekistan 

MS of departure: Denmark MS of transporter authorisation: Poland 
 

MS or Non-EU Country of destination: Uzbekistan 

Other relevant MS: Germany, Poland, Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan 

Request to the parties concerned, according to article 26 of Council Regulation (EC) 1/2005:  
 
Animals’ Angels has requested the documents for these transports from the competent authorities. The 
request is still pending. As soon as the requested information is available to Animals’ Angels the report 
will be accomplished and forwarded to the competent authorities.  
 
This pre-report is supposed to inform the ANIT Committee in connection with the TOP ‘Transport of  
vulnerable categories (gestating animals)’ of the next meeting, dated 31.05.2021.  
 

Transporter: 

Name: (Authorisation or certificate N° if 
available) & Address:  

Polish transporters: 
Truck 1 – 2: Oxxxxxxx 
Truck 3 – 5: Sxxxxxxxxx 
Truck 6 – 7: Pxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
 

Means of transport: 

Type and description: License plates: 

Truck 1: grey Pezzaioli-semitrailer with 
gooseneck, grey cabin 

Truck 1: (PL) LLU55140 (front) / LLU79600 (rear)  
 

Truck 2: grey Pezzaioli-semitrailer with 
gooseneck, grey cabin 

Truck 2: (PL) LLU68280 (front) / LLU68600 (rear) 
 

Truck 3: grey Pezzaioli-semitrailer with 
gooseneck, inscription on side of trailer: 
Livestock Transport, grey cabin 

Truck 3: (PL) LLU72300 (front) / LLU55999 (rear) 
 
 

Truck 4: grey Pezzaioli-semitrailer with 
gooseneck, inscription on side of trailer: 
‘Livestock Transport’, grey cabin 

Truck 4: (PL) LLU79900 (front) / LB95945 (rear) 
 

Truck 5: grey Pezzaioli-semitrailer with 
gooseneck, inscription on side of trailer: 
Livestock Transport, grey cabin 

Truck 5: (PL) LLU90088 (front) / LLU86000 (rear) 
 

Truck 6: grey semitrailer with 
gooseneck and red stripes, grey cabin 

Truck 6: (PL) LLU81681 (front) / LLU68535 (rear) 
 

Truck 7: grey semitrailer with 
gooseneck and red stripes, white cabin 

License plates: (PL) WL3221L (front) / LLU77988 (rear) 
 

Details about the transported animals: 

Animal species, category, MS of origin acc. to identification: Holstein-Friesians, pregnant heifers, 
Danish ear tags. 
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1 Animals’ Angels has only seen the animals of truck 1 – 5. Truck 6 and 7 had already unloaded the animals when 
Animals’ Angels spotted the empty trucks on their way back from Uzbekistan in direction Kazakhstan. But 
according to information received the trucks had loaded 33 pregnant heifers of Holstein-Friesian breed, too.  
2 According to information received on-site. Animals‘ Angels cannot verify the departure time of truck 5, 6 and 7 
but can confirm the departure date of truck 1 -4 as we followed these four trucks already from the Danish-
German border to Poland.  
3 According to information received on-site. Animals’ Angels spotted the two trucks at a car wash on M39, 
Uzbekistan (coord. 40.985164, 68.801269) on 23.04.2021, 16:20 UTC+5. The trucks were empty, and the drivers 
were washing the trailers. According to information received on-site, the two trucks had already unloaded the 
Danish animals together with four other trucks at the same farm as truck 1 – 5 in the night of 22nd to 23rd April 
2021.  

Examples of ear tags:  
Truck 1: DK 040730 03780, DK 064963 05396, DK 040807 03260  
Truck 2: DK 036054 04204, DK 063579 08514 
Truck 3: DK 023936 11903, DK 60040 05199, DK 40801 06128, DK 49882 06293 
Truck 4: DK 049882 06409, DK 023936 11973, DK 051248 06040  
Truck 5: DK 037500 04216, DK 023936 11879, DK 040801 06093 
Number and weight/age of animals:  
33 heifers of approx. 500 kg each1 

TRACES certificate Number:  
unknown 

Departure (place, date and time):   
6xxxxxxxxxxx, Denmark 
 
 
Truck 1 – 5: 16.04.2021, time unknown / 
Truck 6 – 7: scheduled 15.04.2021, time 
unknown2   

Destination (place, date and time):  
Farm at coordinates 4xxxxxxxx°N 6xxxxxxxx°E 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Uzbekistan 
 
Truck 1 – 2: 25.04.2021, 01:10/01:19 UTC+5.  
Truck 3 – 5: 25.04.2021, 14:14:56 UTC+5. / 
Truck 6 – 7: during night of 22.-23.04.20213 

Condition of the animals:  
New-born calf Lena, female, born on board of truck 5. According to information received by drivers, 
she was born on 22nd April 2021 (somewhere in Russia or Northern Kazakhstan, before reaching 
Aralsk). They apparently stopped in an unloading stable in Aralsk, Kazakhstan. Afterwards, the 
new-born calf and her mother (likely ear tag no. 037500 04216) were further transported to final 
destination in Uzbekistan, a distance of more than 1,100 km. Animals’ Angels did not get the 
chance to see the transport conditions of the new-born calf and her mother. Considering that the 
calf arrived alive at destination and considering that she and her mother were unloaded separately 
from the others, we assume that they were at least transported separately from the other heifers 
in their own compartment. 
 
In general, the loading density seemed high on all trucks considering the extreme length of the 
journey and the physical conditions of the animals (pregnancy). From visual inspection, it did not 
seem that all animals were able to lie down at the same time.  However, pregnant heifers are in a 
physically demanding condition and require more energy to maintain two bodies; balancing the 
vehicle motion is additionally demanding, so not even being able to lie down when needed during 
an ultra-long-distance transport of 6000 km and ca. 10 days exposes the animals to additional 
stress/suffering. Additionally, the wheel cases facing into the animals’ compartments were 
reducing the available space for the animals.  
 
During the short observation of the animals in Germany, they appeared calm and in good 
condition. The bedding was clean and of good quantity of straw. During the observation in 
Uzbekistan, the quality of the bedding had deteriorated significantly, especially on truck 1, 2 and 3. 
The bedding had turned wet and filthy consisting only of a mixture of excrements, urine and few 
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4 At least, we can certainly confirm for truck 1 and 4. / After the stop for driver’s change, the Animals’ Angels 
team followed only truck 4 as the last truck leaving the parking. 

leftovers of straw. There was a strong smell of ammonia inside the compartments. Some animals 
showed nasal discharge.  
 
Concerning the internal height, at least on board of truck 3 +4, several heifers had less than 20cm 
between their backs and the vehicle ceiling. E.g. the heifers with ear tag DK 40801 06128 (truck 3) 
and DK 049882 06409 (truck 4) touched the ceiling with their heads. This was already observed in 
Germany. In the gooseneck of truck 4, there was a heifer with a mild abrasion at the carpal joint of 
her right front leg. The injury looked fresh, possibly happening during loading or transport.  
 

Results of the observation by Animals’ Angels: 

Date and time (outside temperature): Location: Germany 

16.04.2021, 14:05 UTC+2 (20°C) Truck 1 + 2 spotted the first time on highway A7, Rade 
West, Northern Germany, direction Hamburg.  

16.04.2021, 16:35 UTC+2  Truck 3 + 4 spotted behind truck 1 + 2 on highway A24, 
direction Berlin. 

16.04.2021, 16:55 – 17:05 UTC+2  Truck 1 – 4 stopped at the parking Dorngrund Süd on 
highway A24. Driver’s change: at this stage of the 
journey, there were two drivers per truck4 

16.04.2021, 19:15 UTC+2 Truck 4 took highway A12, direction Frankfurt 
(Oder)/Warsaw, Poland. 

16.04.2021, 19:45 UTC+2  Truck 4 stuck in traffic jam (stop and go) on A12, likely 
caused due to increased border checks at the German-
Polish border.  

16.04.2021, 20:25 UTC+2 The Animals’ Angels team had to leave truck 4 and took 
exit Frankfurt (Oder) Mitte, the last exit before entering 
the border to Poland, due to travel restrictions in 
Poland. Truck 4 was still stuck in the traffic jam.  

Date and time (outside temperature): Location: Uzbekistan 

23.04.2021, 16:20 UTC+5  Truck 6 + 7: spotted at a car wash on M39, Uzbekistan 
(coord. 40.985164, 68.801269) on their way back. 
Empty / animals already unloaded at destination. 

24.04.2021, 23:50 UTC+5 Truck 1 + 2 crossed the border to Uzbekistan. 
Only one driver per truck observed. 

25.04.2021, 00:45 UTC+5 Truck 1+ 2: arrival at destination, farm at coordinates: 
4xxxxxxxxxx°N 6xxxxxxxxx°E 

25.04.2021, 01:03 – 01:10 UTC+5 Truck 2: unloading of the animals 

25.04.2021, 01:14 – 01:19 UTC+5 Truck 1: unloading of the animals 

25.04.2021, 12:56 – 13:08 UTC+5 (32°C) Truck 3 + 5 crossed the border to UZ, shortly afterwards 
followed truck 4.  
Only one driver per truck observed. 

25.04.2021, 13:50 UTC+5 Truck 3, 4, 5: arrival at destination, same farm as for 
truck 1, 2.  
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5 The new-born calf Lena was taken from the back, left side, through the side door of the trailer and taken 
separately by the worker inside the stable. Afterwards, the calf mother (ear tag: likely 037500 04216) was 
separately unloaded from the back and taken into the stable, too. Animals’ Angels did not observe how they 
were transported but we assume that the new-born calf and her mother were transported separately from other 
heifers in an individual compartment.  
6 According to information received by the drivers, she was born on 22nd April – on the same day as Lenin and 
thus, they gave her the name Lena.  

25.04.2021, ~14:00 – 14:14 UTC+5 Truck 5: unloading of the animals – firstly, separate 
unloading of new-born calf and her mother5 

25.04.2021, ~ 14:30 – 14:40 UTC+5 Truck 3: unloading of the animals 

25.04.2021, ~14:50 – 15:00 UTC+5 Truck 4: unloading of the animals 

Description of observed infringements according to Council Regulation (EC) 1/2005: 
 

▪ Transport of unfit animals: 
The heifer Smilla (likely ear tag 037500 04216) was transported despite being highly pregnant. 
Obviously, more than 90% of the expected gestation period had already passed in her case. On 
22nd April 20216, she gave birth to the female calf Lena on board of truck 5.  
The transport of females who gave birth in the previous week, as well as the transport of new-
born mammals with not completely healed navel and the transport of calves of less than 10 
days of age for more than 100 km is strictly forbidden by the Regulation. However, both – 
mother and calf - were further transported for more than 1,100 km to the final destination in 
Uzbekistan despite being not fit for transport. 
 

➔ Violation of Article 3 (a) (b)  
➔ Violation of Article 6 (3) in connection with Annex I Chapter I Point 2 lit. (c) (d) and (e) 
➔ Violation of Article 8 (1) in connection with Annex I Chapter I Point 2 lit. (c) (d) and (e) 
➔ Violation of Article 9 (1) in connection with Annex I Chapter I Point 2 lit. (c) (d) and (e) 

 
 
▪ Insufficient bedding: 
Particularly, in truck 1, 2 and 3 the bedding was filthy and only consisting of a mixture of 
faeces, urine and little leftovers of the former straw bedding at the time of observation in 
Uzbekistan. Inside the animals’ compartments there was a strong smell of ammonia gases. 
Due to the heavy soiling, the bedding did not ensure adequate absorption of urine and faeces. 
Also, the (highly) pregnant animals could not lie down and rest on dry and comfortable 
bedding which would have been important considering the length of the journey and the 
increasing exhaustion of the animals. Indeed, the question arises when the bedding was last 
renewed in these trucks during their journey from Denmark to Uzbekistan. 
 

➔ Violation of article 3 (a) 
➔ Violation of article 6 (3) in connection with Annex I Chapter VI Point 1.2. 

 
 

▪ Loading density not sufficiently adapted: 
Neither the physical condition of the animals (highly pregnant heifers) nor the extreme length 
of the journey of approx. 6,000 km was properly taken into account and adapted respectively.  
E.g. on truck 2 and 4 was observed that not all animals could lie down at the same time and 
partly one animal was standing above another one lying down.  
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7 During previous investigations of Animals’ Angels in the years 2019 - 2020 
8 No information regarding truck 6 and 7. During the time of observation, Animals’ Angels saw three persons 
standing next to the transports but could not identify the drivers.  

On the first deck of the transport vehicles, the space available for the animals was additionally 
reduced due to the wheel cases protruding into the animals’ compartments (e.g. truck 3).  
 
➔ Violation of article 3 (a) and (g) 
➔ Violation of article 6 (3) in connection with Annex I Chapter VII Letter B 

  
▪ Insufficient internal height 
At least on board of truck 3 and 4, some large-bodied heifers had less than 20cm between 
their back and vehicle ceiling or were even touching the ceiling with their head (e.g. DK 40801 
06128, truck 3 / e.g. DK 049882 06409, truck 4, both observed in Germany on 16.04.2021), thus 
hindering their natural movement and proper ventilation. This should already have been 
notified during loading in Denmark.  
The problem of insufficient internal height becomes worse considering the bad road 
conditions documented in Kazakhstan7 and Uzbekistan: bumpy roads with potholes, partly for 
over hundreds of kilometres. The taller animals could easily bump against the ceiling of the 
vehicles with their head, withers or back, which in turn could lead to injuries and suffering.   
 

➔ Violation of Article 3 (a) and (g) 
➔ Violation of Article 6 (3) in connection with Annex I Chapter II Point 1.2. 

 
 

▪ Single-driver operation – unrealistic planning: 
Only one driver per vehicle was observed for the five trucks 1 – 5 in Uzbekistan.8 Even though 
in Germany, there seemed to be two drivers in charge for each truck, the situation has 
obviously changed after leaving the EU – regardless of the extreme length of the journey. Due 
to the different requirements for the driving/resting times of the drivers according to 
Regulation 561/2006 and for the transport/resting times for the animals according to 
Regulation 1/2005, respectively, these ultra-long-distance transports should never have been 
planned, approved and carried out with only one driver per vehicle. Due to additional driver 
breaks in single-driver operation, unnecessary delays for the animals are to be expected along 
the journey; a legally compliant execution of these transports seems very unrealistic. 
 
➔ Violation of article 3 (a) and (f)  
➔ Violation of article 5 (3) (a) 
➔ Violation of article 14 (1) (a) + (b) 
➔ Further: Violation of Regulation (EC) No 561/2006 

 
 
▪ Non-compliance with 24h rest break for animals 
Concerning truck 6 and 7: the two trucks unloaded the animals one day earlier than actually 
scheduled in the journey log. According to information received, the trucks 6 and 7 were 
scheduled to arrive at destination in Uzbekistan earliest on 24.04.2021, 03:30 UTC+2 = Uzbek 
time: 24.04.2021, 06:30 UTC+5. The Animals’ Angels team, however, spotted the two empty 
trucks at a car wash near the UZ border on 23.04.2021, 16:20 UTC+5, already on their way 
back.  
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Annex 
 

✓ photo credits 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

According to information received on-site, the two trucks unloaded the Danish animals 
together with four other trucks at the farm last night (i.e. 22./23.04.). This leads to the 
suspicion that these trucks did not fully comply with the required 24h rest breaks for the 
animals along the route. 
 

➔ Violation of Article 6 (3) in connection with Annex I Chapter V Point 1.5. 
 
 

▪ Lack of officially approved resting points outside the EU: 
The transports in questions were authorized despite lacking official, EU-approved and publicly 
available information about resting points in non-EU countries. Up to the present day, there is 
lacking a list of certified resting points outside the EU. Up to the present day, there is no 
control system in place to ensure that the EU animal welfare requirements are indeed met and 
that the animals are unloaded for 24 hours and properly cared for at these places. The 
following questions arise:  
- On which information did the organizer choose the resting points outside the EU? Were 

these places indeed equivalent with EU control posts? How can one proof this? 
- Where did the transports indeed stop for the 24h rest breaks outside the EU? 
- On which basis did the veterinary service competent at the departure place authorize the 

transports in questions (i.e. realistic journey logs, indicating compliance with the 
Regulation when officially EU-approved resting points outside the EU are lacking)?  

 
➔ Violation of Article 5 (3) (a)  
➔ Violation of Article 6 (3) in connection with Annex I Chapter V Point 1.5. 
➔ Violation of Article 14 (1) (a) (ii) 

 
Please see annex. 
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ANNEX: photo credits 
 

1) Unfit for transport: new-born calf and mother:  
 

 
Individual unloading of the cow Smilla (likely with ear tag 037500 04216) who gave birth during transport,  
truck 5, Uzbekistan, 25.04.2021.  
 

     
Left : Smilla is brought into the stable. / right : the new-born calf Lena, approx 3-4 days old. (Uzbekistan, 
25.04.2021).  
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Unloading of the remaining heifers from truck 5 into the outside pen, Uzbekistan, 25.04.2021.  

 
2) Transport conditions:  

 

 
Truck 1: layer of mud/excrements with leftovers of straw bedding, Uzbekistan, 24.04.2021 
 

    
Truck 1: filthy bedding, mainly consisting of faeces and urine, Uzbekistan, 24.04.2021.  
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Truck 2: filthy bedding, full of excrements, Uzbekistan, 24.04.2021. 
 
 

 
Truck 2: not enough space for all heifers to lie down at the same time, Uzbekistan, 24.04.2021. 
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Truck 3: wheel cases protrude into the animals’ compartments (red arrows), thus reducing the 
available space for the animals to properly stand or rest. The divider is not reaching the floor. 
Additionally, the metal chain (yellow arrow) between divider and floor could mean an additional 
risk for the animals to get stuck with e.g. their legs. The bedding is dirty. Picture taken on 
25.04.2021.  
 

 
Truck 3: reduced space due to wheel cases and dirty bedding, Uzbekistan, 25.04.2021.  
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Truck 4: insufficient space for all animals to lie down and rest, example: gooseneck, Uzbekistan,  
25.04.2021. 
 

 
Truck 4: insufficient space for all heifers to lie down and rest at the same time, example of main 
compartment of the first deck, Uzbekistan, 25.04.2021.  
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Truck 3: the heifer with DK 40801 06128 is touching the ceiling with her head (red 
arrow) - sufficient space for the heifer next to her (in the middle). Picture taken in 
Germany, 16.04.2021.  
 

 
Truck 4: insufficient ceiling height with less than 20 cm above the animal’s back. 
Picture taken in Germany, 16.04.2021.  
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Truck 4: insufficient ceiling height – heifer with DK 049882 06409 touching the ceiling 
with her head. Picture taken in Germany, 16.04.2021.  
 
 
 

 
Truck 1 - 4 : short stop for drivers’ change in Germany, 16.04.2021.  
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Truck 6 + 7: empty, already on their way back – near UZ border, 23.04.2021.  


